Notice Addendum

Created Date: 08/17/2016
Created By: Liza Reambillo

Identification

Reference Number: 22038996
Title: THA - 16-0083 Toll Transaction Management Enhancements

Agency Reference Number: THA - 16-100511
Agency: THA - Toll Highway Authority
Purchasing Agency: THA - Toll Highway Authority
Agency SPO: Victoria Santiago

Status: Published

Overview

Description and Specifications:
Addendum 6
The Illinois Tollway is cancelling the Sole Source for 16-0083 Toll Transaction Management Enhancements.

Key Information

Notice Type: Canceled Notice
Does this addendum add/or change vendor(s) information? (i.e. vendor name/address, contact information, and/or award amount, etc.)? No

Notice Expiration Date: 08/24/2016 MM/DD/YYYY
The three-year term is intended to coincide with the timeframe of the end of this contract period, and would enable the maintenance enhancement and projects described.

The desired enhancements cannot reasonably be expected to be accomplished in a shorter timeframe considering design, testing, and implementation requirements associated with this project.

A shorter term would result in us abandoning projects that were only partially complete, as many of the projects will take longer than two years to design, build, test, and launch. A shorter term also would result in us having to abandon the enhanced maintenance team and activity before the contract end, thus creating an operating environment that was sub-par for our drivers from a security and data integrity perspective. This system is a major piece of technology infrastructure that allows us to process in excess of $1 billion of electronic toll revenue annually. It is essential that we create a contract that enables us to maximize the system’s data security and integrity, as well as to continue to keep pace in the rapidly evolving electronic tolling industry, which continues to have to absorb new legislative and operating requirements every year. As discussed in the description, the 3 year term is needed as the element of work needing to be done to meet current needs is significant and integral to the long term success of the project.

Professional & Artistic: No

Date First Offered 07/05/2016
Small Business Set-Aside: No

Does this solicitation contain a BEP or DBE requirement?: Yes

Does this solicitation contain a Veteran requirement?: No

Relevant Category: General Services

Total Amount of Award: $0.00 (Total Dollar Value Only/Includes Any Renewal Options)

Estimated/Actual Value Description:

Bidder(s)

Number of Responding Bidders: 0 (numeric value only)
Number of Unsuccessful Bidders: 0 (numeric value only)
Total Number Awarded: 0 (numeric value only)

Listing of All Bidders/Offerors Considered But Not Selected: N/A
Source Selection: N/A

Notice Contact

Name: Diana Boshell
Street Address: 712 Stratton Office Building 401 S. Spring Street
City: Springfield
State: IL
Zip Code: 62706
Phone: 217-558-2231
Fax Number: 217-558-1399
EMail Address: Diana.Boshell@illinois.gov

Class Code
NIGP Codes

For a listing of all NIGP Codes please see the "Illinois NIGP Code Listing".

NIGP Commodity/Service Code:
- 578 92 Toll Collection Equipment and Supplies
- 936 83 Toll Collection Equipment Maintenance and Repair
- 958 93 Toll Management and Operations Services

Notify Type: Send email to selected Class Codes only

Publishers
- Publishers: Kylie Carter
- Victoria Santiago

Attachments
- File Attachments:

History
- Created by User Liza Reambillo on 8/17/2016 10:41:41 AM
- Published by Victoria Santiago on 8/17/2016 11:41:19 AM